HOLLAND INTEGRATED LOW-WEIGHT FIFTH WHEEL SLIDER SYSTEM (ILS)

The HOLLAND ILS Slider System provides superior weight savings when compared to competitive fifth wheel assemblies.

1. SAVES WEIGHT: The ILS Slide System saves up to 75 lbs. when compared to the traditional HOLLAND outboard slide system.

2. QUICK & EASY HEIGHT CHANGE: Change brackets without torching, grinding or welding. Brackets bolt on through the top for 15 minutes or less change out.

3. Improved air cylinder with smaller design to mount under the top plate where it is protected from damage and debris.


When combined with lightweight HOLLAND fifth wheels, the HOLLAND ILS Slider System saves up to 85 lbs. when compared to competitive fifth wheel assemblies.

When combined with lightweight HOLLAND fifth wheels, the HOLLAND ILS Slider System saves up to 85 lbs. when compared to competitive fifth wheel assemblies.

Available with FW17, FW35, FW31 and FWAL models.

HOLLAND FWAL
Revolutionary aluminum design makes the FWAL the lightest fifth wheel in the world.

HOLLAND FW17
THE WORLD’S LIGHTEST CAST STEEL FIFTH WHEEL

HOLLAND FW35
THE WORLD’S MOST VERSATILE FIFTH WHEEL

HOLLAND FWAL
THE WORLD’S LIGHTEST FIFTH WHEEL
## HOLLAND FIFTH WHEELS – ILS SLIDER PARTS EXPLODED VIEW
### OUTBOARD “A” STYLE MOUNT & INBOARD “B” STYLE MOUNT

### Mounting Heights: 7", 8", 9" & 10"

### Travel Lengths: 12", 24", 36" & 48"

### INBOARD “B” STYLE MOUNT

### Item | Part No. | Description | Qty.
--- | --- | --- | ---
1* | XB-HCS-M16-60-Z | Bracket Bolts - 16mm x 60mm | 6
2* | XB-LW-M16-Z | Lock Washer - 16mm | 6
3 | XA-10606-1 | Slide Bracket Plate | 1
4/5 | RK-10689-1 | LH & RH Slide Bracket Kit - 7" | 1
| RK-10689-2 | LH & RH Slide Bracket Kit - 8" | 1
| RK-10689-3 | LH & RH Slide Bracket Kit - 9" | 1
| RK-10689-4 | LH & RH Slide Bracket Kit - 10" | 1
6* | XB-10605 | Bracket Cushions | 4
7 | XA-10604-1 | Locking Plungers | 2
8* | XA-10711-1 | Stop Blocks | 2
9** | XA-10700 | Air Cylinder | 1
10** | XB-2083 | Bolt - 1/2"-20 x 1-3/4" | 2
11** | XB-T-69-A | Lock Nut - 1/2"-20 | 2

### Available in Kit: RK-10700

### Item | Part No. | Description | Qty.
--- | --- | --- | ---
12 | XB-10809 | Air Line Tubing - 1/4” OD | 1
13 | XB-11298 | Quick-Connect Bulkhead Union - 1/4” | 2
14 | XB-11297 | Air Line Bracket | 1
15 | XB-10814 | Cutting Screw - 3/8”-16 x 5/8” Thread | 2
16 | XA-10736 | Air Line Stand-Off Clip | 1
17A | XA-A12 | Outboard Slide Base Sub-Assembly - 12” Travel | 1
** Included in Air Cylinder Kit - RK-10700

### Item | Part No. | Description | Qty.
--- | --- | --- | ---
** Included in Bracket Replacement Kit